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Appalachians
When o’er the earth I see them rise,
By meters, bluegreen, through the skies,
With their flanks, my spirits climb
By ten mill’on years at a time—
Back to the churning of great continents,
Which joining, bore—the earth was bent—
These gentle gods, which wrinkled, stand,
As watchful guardians of this land,
Who from their bodies, bleeding, built,
The East Coast, from the sea, by silt,
Across three thousand thousand centuries
Which link a trilobite and me—
My chest grows tight, my vision blurs,
And in my soul, an eon stirs.
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Pahoehoe
Ground rippled, crack-riddled
Here, no forgetting: we float above the mantle
Where magma lives
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Primordial
From the first cell in the seething sulfuric seas,
Existence is to struggle.
Squinting up through the water,
Sometimes we see it—happiness—
And reaching, we scratch the surface.
Will you trade all your days for the film under your nails?
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Free-floating mind
To this body I am bound
It weighs a hundred-something pounds
And drags along this wretched ground
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Immigrant
Seeking a better life for their children,
My family moved out of the ocean
Three million centuries ago.
It isn’t written in the family bible—
After so much time, the family denies any relation—
But I recognize my cousins:
I have their bones.
Gazing at the ocean, the waves beckon me
To return to my long-ago home—and yet—
A person starts life seventy-five percent water,
Built of cells and teardrops,
Point-nine percent saline:—
We carry it with us.
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Filicide
In the beginning, there was magma.
A red planet, barren save rock,
Ruled by volcanoes, inhospitable—but
The most common volcanic vapor is water, and
They filled the skies and basins by drops,
What patience! Then
“I put you onto this earth,” they spewed
A choking cloud of dust in the atmosphere
And half of life disappeared
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Hurricane
Categorical chaos, curling—
Counterclockwise, northward twirling—
Continent and sea bestride—
Stratosphere and earth collide.
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The Robin’s Song
Once I heard a robin sing
To a girl who wasn’t listening
He looked at her with tilted head
And purple wing
And breast of red

Look my way and I’ll go home,
Back home, back home,
Where the wild wind blows
Look my way and I’ll go home,
Back home, where the wild wind blows
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Tree
Though from this place, I cannot move,
With naught—but dirt—and sun—
and rain—for food:
From just three things, I have grown
A hundred feet, a leafy crown—
An atmosphere, a barken gown.
Young one, rest beneath my shade
And share in all these things we’ve made.
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Wetland
Silent land of water
Long reflections of trees
Forest above and below
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Fall
“Hoist the colors!” Leaves shout.
A last stand against Winter.
A glimmer. Golden shields.
A flash. Fresh-blood flags.
Turning to Trunk, a final cry:
“Hail, emperor! We about to die salute you!”
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Succession
I am monument.
Carrying your ripples, I
Claw and crawl; I stand, anew.
Mountains I mold, rivers uncurl;
Warden of your legacy, I strive;
I uphold your singsong colors in my blood.
By my witness all shall know,
Ere life was, and
Here it yet remains.
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Gaia
Let me sail the oceans of your mind
I will not settle long for your sparkling coasts,
 teeming with life
I will voyage for the fiery ridges of your thoughts,
 their chemistry foreign and familiar
I will crawl along your abyssal plains,
 dark and vast and hidden,
The unsung fabric of the earth
Down, I dive into your trenches,
I subduct and melt into you, I flow across your core
Others have guessed at its fierce, life-giving beauty,
But I alone know
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A View of the River
River, before your soft unyielding touch, 
    even mountains bow;
in your embrace, my heart could never stay a stone.
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On the Shoulders
On the mountain,
I am a grain:
Lain atop,
Another grain.
And so too I shall be the hand,
On which a newborn grain shall stand,
Upward building, one by one—
And though I shalln’t behold the sum—
It is enough, for me, just knowing:
I am a grain,
On a mountain
Growing.
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